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Swimmers Pig Trail
from area area ideal
.. Ware well for hiking
Two swimmers from Central
• Arkansas placed in the 1991 U.S.
.Masters Long Course National
Championships.
· Steve Lucy, 30, of Little Rock is
the National
Masters
Swimming
100-meter
backstroke
champion. He
won the event in
one minute, 8.2
. seconds. He also
placed second in
the 50-meter
'. ·Recreation backstroke in
31.7 seconds,
·notes
third in the
Susan
200-meter
Jarvis
backstroke in
2:39.2, fourth in
the 100-meter freestyle in 58.4
econds and sixth in the 200-meter
individual medley in 2:26.4.
- Marvin Schwartz, 42, of Conway
,�ced second in the 1,500-meter
freestyle in 18:57.21. He was third
in the 400-meter freestyle in
4:43.47, seventh in the 200-meter
freestyle in 2:17.21 and 11th in the
WO-meter freestyle in 1:03 flat.
. Nearly 800 swimmers ages 25 to
&:8'iParticipated in the meet at
�ltzabethtown, Ky.

··eottle basics

Jim Schuler of Morrilton has dis
<;pvered a new water bottle that he
can carry more easily on long runs
th�n the usual straight-sided vari
,etr. It holds more water than the
standard, sporting-goods store
plastic bottle, too.
'-It's a recycled plastic syrup bot
tle, The bottle has a slim neck
that's easy to grip for a long period
•oftime and a handle to help the
, �rip. The pull-open spout is just
,like the ones on most water bottles.
·: : "You can carbo-load on pancakes
•and syrup and then use the bottle
for
' water later,"
-· he said.
A group led by Bill Heffner of
Wildwood discovered another type
of water bottle for their upcoming
(rip to the Grand Canyon.
. : A doc�or, w�o s_hall remain anon-

Scenery is some
of Arkansas's best
By Susan Jarvis
Gazette Staff

This weekend the Pig Trail in
northwest Arkansas, officially
known as state Highway 23, will be
clogged with cars making the week
end football migration to Fayette
ville.
But those making the trek
shouldn't just whiz through some
of the state's most beautiful scen
ery. They should consider taking a
hiking break through fall wildflow
ers and the first hints of changing
foliage on the Ozark Highlands
Trail.
As drivers travel north, it's easy
to spot the trail head. Just after the
Cass community the road takes a
series of .hairpin turns. After the
last of these, a blue sign credits the
Ozark Highlands Trail Association
with highway clean-up. In the next
half-mile is a pull-off point at.
Cherry Bend where the trail
crosses the highway.
The trail is well marked. A glass
enclosed signboard in the parking
lot has a map of the section of trail
in the vicinity. It also includes
information hikers should be
aware of ... like the sobering fact
this is bear country. (Bears usually
seem as anxious to avoid humans
as we are to stay out of their way.)
Whether the plan is to go east
toward Hare Mountain or west
toward Fane Creek, the first thing
to do is carefully cross the highway.
The trail parallels the road for a
tenth of a mile or less, then reaches
a fork. The left hand trail leads up
the mountain in the direction of
Fane Creek. The right hand trail
follows the highway 100 yards fur
ther before crossing the road again
and heading east.
Either direction will treat the
hikers to beautiful vistas; however,
the Hare Mountain trail offers an
easier first mile or two. The Fane
Creek direction climbs steeply at
first, but has some surprises that
make the effort worth while.
H�rP Mn11ntoh·,
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